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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which system can VC system integrate with? (Multiple Choice)
A. ippbx s
B. Skype for business
C. eLTE
D. ccrv
Answer: A,B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of question that use
the same set of answer choices. Each answer choice may be used
once, more than once, or not at all.
Your network contains a server named DC1 that has the DHCP
Server server role installed.
You discover the following warning message in the Event log of
DC1:
"The DHCP service encountered the following error while
cleaning up the database: An error occurred while accessing the
DHCP database. Look at the DHCP server event log for more
information on this error."
You need to resolve the warning message.
What should you do?
A. Restore the database from a backup.
B. Configure name protection.
C. Configure Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) on the router
D. Reconcile the scope.
E. Configure Routing Information Protocol version 2 (RIPv2) on
the router
F. Compact the database.
G. Increase the database cleanup interval.
H. Modify the start address.
I. Configure a DHCP Relay Agent.
J. Authorize DC1 in Active Directory.
K. Configure DHCP link layer-based filtering.
Answer: A
Explanation:
If the server is having problems accessing the DHCP database,
it makes the most sense to restore it from a backup. Compacting
it would help it take up less space, but that's not going to
help the server access it, as it appears to have been
corrupted.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A security engineer is asked by the company's development team
to recommend the most secure method for password storage.
Which of the following provide the BEST protection against
brute forcing stored passwords? (Select TWO).
A. SHA2
B. Bcrypt
C. AES
D. CHAP
E. MD5
F. PBKDF2
Answer: B,F
Explanation:
A. PBKDF2 (Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2) is part of
PKCS #5 v. 2.01. It applies some function (like a hash or HMAC)
to the password or passphrase along with Salt to produce a
derived key.

D. bcrypt is a key derivation function for passwords based on
the Blowfish cipher. Besides incorporating a salt to protect
against rainbow table attacks, bcrypt is an adaptive function:
over time, the iteration count can be increased to make it
slower, so it remains resistant to brute-force search attacks
even with increasing computation power.
The bcrypt function is the default password hash algorithm for
BSD and many other systems.
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